
Did parallel universe open up? Hundreds see
'floating city' filmed in skies above China
CHINESE TV news reports have told how thousands of residents in TWO areas reported separately seeing a huge city form in the skies.

The "City in the sky" and (inset) close up

Onlookers, some who are said to have videoed the bizarre event, were said to be mesmerised  as a towering city of sky scrapers appeared from the

clouds.

First thousands reportedly saw a ghostly alien city floating over Foshan in the Guangdong province of China.

A few days later people in the province of Jiangxi, China, also reported seeing a similar cloud city.

YouTube
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Thousands of people were said to be stunned by the apparition

Weather experts have explained the phenomena as natural mirage, an optical illusion called Fata Morgana.

Fata Morgana can be seen on land or sea and involves the optical distortion and inversion of distant objects such as boats, which can appears as

skyscrapers because the images become stacked, when rays of light bend as they pass through air of different temperatures such as in a heat haze.

But the mystery has sent conspiracy theorists (http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/612599/Corrupt-police-who-failed-to-properly-investigate-cement-

mixer-death-will-be-exposed) into over drive.

LISTEN: Are eerie 'trumpet'
noises coming from the sky

sign of the...

(http://express.co.uk/news/nature/579334
/LISTEN-What-eerie-apocalyptical-trumpet-

noises-coming-sky)

Villagers fear earthquake
gods still angry after 'blue

lights'...

(http://express.co.uk/news/weird/585412
/Villagers-fear-earthquake-gods-still-angry-

after-blue-lights-appear-over-Mount-Kinabalu)

YOUTUBE
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It is also possible,
considering China's
technological
achievements that a
top secret holographic
technology was tested
over a heavily
populated area in an
effort to gauge the
public reaction.
Paranormal Crucible video

A similar, if not more detailed, phantom city seen over China in 2011

There were previous reports of a similar sighting in China in 2011.

YouTube channel Paranormal Crucible said in a video report: "The footage captured by a local resident

appears to show a huge city floating in the clouds.  

"The apparition, which was witnessed by hundreds of shocked residents, only lasted a few minutes

before completely disappearing."

The channel speculated it could be "the result of a project blue beam test."

Project Blue Beam is a prolific conspiracy theory which believes NASA will one day 

simulate an alien invasion of Earth or second coming of Christ through holograms.

The story was so strange in made Chinese TV news channels

Could UFO sighting be sign

Large Hadron Collider has

created...

(http://express.co.uk/news/weird/582441

/UFO-sighting-Large-Hadron-Collider-portal-
other-dimension-black-hole-worm-hole-atoms)

WATCH: Is cube UFO

coming through cloud 'sign

of SATAN' or...

(http://express.co.uk/news/weird/589193

/Cube-UFO-cloud-sign-Satan-warning-alien-
attack-conspiracy-theory-HAARP-hologram-

devil-omen)

ITN•YouTube

YouTube•CTI
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Witnesses tell TV reporter of the sighting

Serge Monast, a conspiracist from Quebecois, first predicted in the 1980s it would happen by 1983, 1996 and then 2000.

One online poster noted: "Notice the group of buildings is repeated three times? If it isn’t someone making it on their computer, it seriously could be

project blue beam."

The Paranormal Crucible video added: "But added: "Or a temporal vortex, a possible parallel universe material briefly into our own reality."

"It is also possible, considering China's technological achievements that a top secret holographic technology was tested over a heavily populated area

in an effort to gauge the public reaction."

End of the world? What
Blood Moon prophets NOW

say will happen...

(http://express.co.uk/news/science/608042
/Blood-Moon-doom-prophets-eclipse-

September-28)

WATCH LIVE: Blood Moon
doom prophets giving

sermons on night of...

(http://express.co.uk/news/science/608249
/WATCH-LIVE-Blood-Moon-doom-prophets-

giving-sermons-on-night-of-apocalypse-

eclipse)

HAWKING says world may

end...but reassures fans

Zayn remains with...

(http://express.co.uk/news/nature/573554

/HAWKING-world-end-reassures-fans-Zayn-
emains-1D-parrallel-universe)

Forget Blood Moons:

Cameraman claims 'lunar

wave' he filmed...

(http://express.co.uk/news/science/607938

/WATCH-Lunar-wave-which-cameraman-
claims-proves-Moon-is-actually-

a-HOLOGRAM)
Biggest, best ever UFO

photograph? Witnesses

snap 'Independence...

(http://express.co.uk/news/science/612097

/Biggest-best-ever-UFO-photograph-

Real life Star Wars?

‘Millennium Falcon’ UFOs

snapped beaming...

(http://express.co.uk/news/science/612327

/Real-life-Star-Wars-Millennium-Falcon-
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